ABSTRACT Recently, mobile devices such as iPhone X start to be equipped with depth cameras, and more applications based on captured depth maps are emerging. Among many depth cameras on the market, Intel RealSense has the ability to capture depth information and is expected to be widely used in mobile devices and laptops. However, depth maps captured by RealSense always suffer from severe holes and noises, which make it hard to be used in real applications. In this paper, we propose a method to fill holes and remove noises in depth maps captured by RealSense. This method includes two parts: human depth prediction and human depth optimization. Firstly, we propose a two-stage stacked hourglass network to predict human part-segmentation and human depth simultaneously based on RGB image. Then we use GradientFMM method to optimize captured depth maps with the guidance of the above human depth prediction. The RGB image and depth maps mentioned above are captured by the same RealSense device. Furthermore, in order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we register and measure human 3D models based on optimized depth maps. The experimental results show that our method can restore depth maps for human using RealSense effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Depth information plays an essential role in many computer vision and computer graphics applications such as augmented reality, human modeling. Recently, mobile devices such as iPhone X start to equip depth cameras, and more and more applications based on captured depth maps emerge. Among many depth cameras on the market, Kinect is cumbersome, which makes it hard to apply in a mobile context. In the meantime, RealSense cameras are a series of lightweight devices created by Intel which enable real-time and low-cost depth acquisition, it shows potential in many scenes, especially in mobile devices and laptops. However, due to the limit of light condition, working distance, reflective surfaces and relative surface angles, depth maps captured by RealSense cameras always contain significant holes and severe noise, as shown in Fig. 1 , depth data captured by RealSense is worse than depth data captured by Kinect under similar
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Xiaofan He. capture conditions. These errors limit practical usage of RealSense cameras in real applications. Thus depth maps restoration including filling holes and removing noise becomes a necessary pre-processing step for systems that use RealSense for depth acquisition.
Due to the earlier appearance of Kinect, most previous work is based on Kinect instead of RealSense. There are many methods for restoring depth maps captured by Kinect which can be classified into two categories, including filtering-based methods [2] , [5] , [8] , [18] and reconstruction methods [12] , [15] . These methods always assume a local linear relationship between depth maps and color images, but this assumption does not fit all cases. Therefore, these methods can fix cases like noise and small holes, but cannot handle large holes existing in depth maps captured by RealSense as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Recently, with the development of deep learning, more and more RGB-D datasets have been proposed, depth prediction from a single RGB image has been well studied.
In the field of human analysis, recent datasets [7] , [22] provide a large number of annotated images to train networks for human depth prediction. The human depth is a pixel-wise distance between human and depth camera. Compared with local linear relationship assumption between depth maps and color images, data-driven methods lead to more accurate depth prediction, which can be applied in depth maps restoration.
In this paper, we propose a pipeline to restore depth maps captured by Intel RealSense camera. In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, human 3D models register and measure based on optimized depth maps are added to the pipeline. An overview of our pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 2 . It is designed module by module. The pipeline contains: Human Depth Prediction Module, Human Depth Optimization Module and additional Human Model Registration Module. The second module are based on the first module, and they work together to fix large holes and severe noise in depth maps captured by RealSense. The additional module aims to show the validity of the first two modules from the perspective of human modeling and measure. In the first module, inspired by recent progress in depth prediction [22] , we propose a two-stage stacked hourglass network to predict human depth based on RGB image captured by RealSense. Comared with Varol et al.'s method [22] , the proposed method integrates human segmentation and human depth prediction into a complete network, which can get more accurate results. In the second module, we propose a method called GradientFMM to optimize the captured depth map. The RGB image and depth maps mentioned above are captured by the same RealSense device. Furthermore, in the additional module, based on the SCAPE dataset [1] , we register and measure the human 3D model using optimized depth map and parameterized model.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A two-stage stacked hourglass network is proposed to predict part-segmentation and depth for humans simultaneously.
• Based on the above human depth prediction, we propose the GradientFMM method to optimize captured depth maps from RealSense. This method can fill large holes and remove severe noise existing in RealSense's captured depth maps.
• We build a pre-processing system for human depth acquisition using RealSense. It can be applied in scenes such as human modeling and measurement effectively. The remaining sections are organized as follows. Relevant work is reviewed in Section. II. The proposed depth restoration method is introduced in Section. III, including human depth prediction and human depth optimization. Various experimental results are presented in Section. IV. The final conclusion is drawn in Section. V.
II. RELATED WORK
According to Section. I, the pipeline contains human depth prediction, human depth optimization and additional human model registration. Many methods have been proposed for related research, for example, depth prediction from a single image, depth maps restoration, and human modeling from depth maps, most relevant work is reviewed in this section. 
A. DEPTH PREDICTION FROM A SINGLE IMAGE
Depth prediction from a single image is a long-standing problem with a large body of literature. The recent convergence of deep learning and RGB-D datasets has made a breakthrough. Networks in previous works were mainly trained exclusively using ground truth metric depth [4] , [9] , [11] , [25] , [26] . Different from previous methods, Weifeng et al. [23] used an deep end-to-end network to predict per-pixel relative metric depth directly. He et al. [6] used a network based on ResNet for monocular depth estimation. Varol et al. [22] proposed a human synthetic dataset for human analysis and used stacked hourglass network for human part-segmentation and depth prediction. However, as shown in Fig. 4 , compared with human part-segmentation results, human depth prediction results seem to be incomplete in our testing set, the proposed method can produce more accurate human depth prediction results.
B. DEPTH MAPS RESTORATION
A lot of methods have been proposed for restoring depth maps by Kinect. These methods can be classified into two types: filtering-based methods and reconstruction-based method. Filtering-based methods use different filters to restore captured depth maps. Lai et al. [8] applied a median filter in RGB space to fill holes in depth map recursively. However this method will blur sharp edges obviously. To fill holes and preserve sharp edges simultaneously, Camplani and Salgado [2] applied a joint bilateral filter in depth map iteratively. Matyunin et al. [14] took temporal information into account for restoring depth maps, but this method uses multiple consecutive frames to restore target depth maps, which occurs delay. Qi et al. [18] proposed a fusion-based method with a non-local filter for depth FIGURE 4. The testing results using existing method [22] .First row: Input RGB image, second row: Human part-segmentation result, third row: Human depth prediction result. maps restoration. He et al. [5] proposed a method called guided filter that can preserve a sharp edge and avoid reversal artifacts when smoothing depth map.
Reconstruction-based methods use image inpainting techniques to fix missing values in depth maps. Telea [21] proposed FMM (fast marching method) for image inpainting. Liu et al. [12] extended FMM method for depth maps restoration followed by guided filter [5] as a post-processing step. Miao et al. [15] proposed a texture-assisted method in which the texture edge information is extracted for assisting depth restoration. Liu et al. [13] introduced TV 21 prior in depth maps restoration to keep sharp boundaries and remove noise.
Above filter-based methods can remove noise in depth maps, above reconstruction-based methods can fill small holes existing in depth maps. However these methods always generate unsatisfactory results when large holes exist in depth map, such as holes in Fig. 1 . Compared with these methods, the proposed method can produce more accurate human depth optimization results.
C. HUMAN MODELING FROM DEPTH MAPS
Anguelov et al. [1] introduced SCAPE, a data-driven method for building a human 3D model that spans variation in both shape and pose. They show that, given a high-resolution range image from a single view, the SCAPE model can be fit to observed data. Based on SCAPE parameterized model, Weiss et al. [24] combined multiple views of the person and several low-resolution scans to obtain an accurate human 3d model. Liao et al. [10] introduced prior of human body pose and shape and proposed a human 3D modeling method based on a monocular depth camera. In this paper, the above method [10] is applied to model human from optimized depth map.
III. DEPTH MAPS RESTORATION FOR HUMAN
In this section, the proposed depth maps restoration approach is demonstrated. Intel RealSense devices contain several types such as F200, R200. Compared with other RealSense devices, R200 provides a long-range, stereoscopic depth sensor that is suitable for human capture scene. It provides RGB-D streams with 640 × 480 resolution at 60 FPS. Thus in this paper, Intel RealSense R200 is used as the depth capture device. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the whole model predict human depth using RGB images first and then optimize depth maps captured by RealSense with the guidance from human depth prediction. So a two-stage stacked hourglass network for human depth prediction is introduced in Section. III-A, and GradientFMM to generate final depth maps is introduced in Section. III-B.
A. HUMAN DEPTH PREDICTION
Varol et al. [22] proposed a synthetic human dataset for human analysis and used a stacked hourglass network to predict human part-segmentation and human depth. This network depends on stacked hourglass network architecture, which is introduced for 2D pose estimation problem in [16] initially. In the task of face detection, the stacked hourglass network architecture mentioned also shows excellent performance [20] . It consists of several repetitions of contraction followed by expansion layers which have skip connection to model spatial relations from different resolutions implicitly. This multi-scale architecture allows top-down and bottom-up structured prediction. The convolution layers with residual connections and 8 hourglass modules are stacked on top of each other, each successive stack taking the previous stack's prediction as input. This network can infer pixel-wise output by taking into account human body structure, so that it can be applied in human part-segmentation and human depth prediction tasks.
We apply the above model in our testing set, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , human part-segmentation results are reasonable, however, human depth prediction results seem to be incomplete. To get high-quality results of human depth prediction, two-stage stacked hourglass network is proposed. It predicts human depth with the guidance of RGB image and human part-segmentation which is f (depth|RGB, seg), instead of predicting human depth using RGB image directly which is f (depth|RGB), f represents deep neural network for human depth prediction.
With an input of 3-channel RGB image of size 256 × 256 cropped and scaled, two-stage stacked hourglass network aims to estimate human part-segmentation and human depth simultaneously. The architecture of two-stage stacked hourglass network is illustrated in Fig. 3 .It consists of convolution layers, part-segmentation module, and depth prediction module. Firstly, RGB image input goes through the convolution layer and turns into heat maps, then enters the part-segmentation module. In the part-segmentation module, there are 8 stacked hourglass layers (we show two hourglass layers in Fig. 3 for simplicity), the dimensions of each stack's output are 64 × 64 × 15 (14 classes plus background), after getting out of hourglass layers, heat maps turn into human part-segmentation results through output layer. Then these heat maps are summed as the input of the following depth prediction module with previous layers features, in depth prediction module. There are 8 stacked hourglass layers too (we show two hourglass layers in Fig. 3 for simplicity) , the dimensions of each stack's output are 64 × 64 × 20 (19 depth classes plus background). Finally, heat maps turn into human depth prediction results through output layer. In the testing phase, we up-sample feature maps of each class with bilinear interpolation by a factor of 4 to reproduce original resolution. Finally, each pixel in RGB image is assigned to the class for which the corresponding channel has maximum activation.
We treat part-segmentation and depth prediction problem as pixel-wise classification. As for part-segmentation, each pixel is assigned to one of the predefined 15 classes, including background class and 14 human parts, namely head, torso, upper legs, lower legs, upper arms, lower arms, hands, feet (separately for right and left). For depth prediction, as same as [22] , we align ground-truth depth maps on the z-axis by the depth of the pelvis joint, and quantize depth values into 19 ranges (9 behind and 9 in front of the pelvis). We set quantization constant to 45mm to cover the depth extent of common human poses roughly. Thus each pixel is assigned to one of 20 classes, including background class and 19 human depth ranges. For loss function, we use Categorical Cross-Entropy Loss, which is widely used in multi-classification problems. It is defined on all pixels for both part-segmentation Loss Seg (seg|RGB) and depth prediction Loss Dep (depth|RGB, seg), these losses are the sum over 8 stacks of corresponding modules separately. The final loss of two-stage stacked hourglass network is the sum of the part-segmentation loss and depth prediction loss:
In the training phase, due to the lack of real data of human part-segmentation and human depth, we introduce a synthetic human analysis dataset proposed by [22] and a real human analysis dataset [7] . We use stochastic gradient descent optimization for training, as suggested in [26] , we use a threestage training scheme. Stage 1 initializes part-segmentation module using synthetic human dataset; stage 2 initializes depth prediction module using synthetic human dataset; in stage 3, we fine-tune the whole network with synthetic and real human dataset. The network is trained for 50k iterations with the batch of size 6 in both stage 1 and stage 2. In stage 3, it is trained for 10k iterations using the synthetic dataset, and then 10k iterations using the real dataset.
B. HUMAN DEPTH OPTIMIZATION
The aim of this section is to optimize the depth map with the guidance of the human depth prediction result. The depth map to be optimized is captured from RealSense. Although captured depth map D c is incomplete, not all pixels depth values are zero. These depth values are authentic, optimized depth map I should have similar depth values compared with captured depth map D c . Besides, we assume a linear relationship between optimized depth map I and human depth prediction C.
According to the above description, the linear relationship is expressed as:
where t is translation factor, s is scale factor. We differentiate Equation (2) as follows:
Finally, human depth optimization objective is formulated as follows: min
This form of the problem is similar to Poisson Equation [17] . However, it does not meet Dirichlet boundary condition or Neumann boundary condition. To solve this problem approximately, we introduce the Fast Marching Method. First of all, we expand depth values of every pixel p in depth map using taylor expansion, q represents a neighboring pixel:
According to Equation (3), we replace s · ∇C with ∇I . Therefore, for a pixel p in the middle of a 3 × 3 window, we can calculate it's depth value with following equation:
where w(p, q) represents weight between pixel p and it's neighboring pixel q, here we set w(p, q) = As an origin fast marching method, we propagate depth from known pixels to unknown pixels. Compared with Telea's method [21] , we introduce gradient information from human depth prediction. Thus this method is called GradientFMM. To accelerate this method, we introduce a min-heap data structure. The overall GradientFMM procedure is illustrated in Algorithm. 1. After the above GradientFMM process,
known ← all pixels with known values in depthmap 3: trail ← all unknown pixels adjacent to known in depthmap 4: insert all pixels in trail into min-heap 5: while trail not empty do 6: A ← root of min-heap 7: calculate A's value using Equation (6) 8: add A to known 9: remove A from trail 10: perform down heap 11: for each neighbor B of A do 12: if B not in known and B not in trail then 13: add B to trail 14: perform up heap 15: end if 16: end for 17: end while 18: return known 19 : end procedure every pixel in depth map in the unknown region has a proper depth value. However, pixels in the depth map still suffer from unstable boundary and noise. Here we apply guide filter to refine a depth map with the guidance of human depth prediction C, this filter can remove severe noise and preserve a sharp edge. We assume optimized depth map I has a local linear relationship with human depth prediction result C in a small window, a k and b k are coefficients of the linear relationship. Then we can calculate these coefficients by solving a ridge regression problem:
where adjusts the filtering effects, a k and b k have closedform solution as shown in Equation (8) and Equation (9). After calculating above coefficients, since one pixel is covered in different windows, we can compute average depth value of the pixel for all windows. Finally, we obtain final refined depth mapÎ using Equation (10): 
IV. RESULTS
In this section, the proposed depth restoration method is tested on several datasets.Firstly, quantitative results of human depth prediction model on Human3. 6M [7] and captured real testing set are evaluated. Secondly, quantitative results of the human depth optimization method on Human3. 6M [7] and captured real testing set are evaluated. Finally, the human 3D models are registered using optimized depth maps and measured, and qualitative measurement results on captured real testing set are also shown.
A. HUMAN DEPTH PREDICTION EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed method, sufficient real data with ground truth annotations, including human part-segmentation and human depth is crucial. Human3.6M [7] is the largest dataset including the information mentioned above. There are over 3.6 million frames from 4 cameras in Human3.6M dataset. As same as the testing set used in [22] , we use subjects S1, S5, S6, S7, S8 as training, S9 for validation and S11 for testing. The resolution of frames in Human3.6M dataset is 1000 × 1000 pixels, we crop and scale frames into 256 × 256 RGB images. We evaluate the performance of human depth prediction and compare it with the model in [22] . Current human depth prediction results represent relative metric depth and ground truth depth in Human3.6M dataset are absolute metric depth. Thus we need to turn relative depth class C into absolute depth valueD using Equation (11) in order to compare with ground truth depth:
Depth prediction results on Human3. 6M are illustrated in Fig. 5 . Pixels with dark blue represent background, pixels To analyze human depth prediction quantitatively, we compare RMSE error and st-RMSE(scale translation invariant RMSE) error against ground truth D measured on foreground pixels between Varol et al.'s method and our method. In Table 1 , we show RMSE error using Equation (12), together with st-RMSE using Equation (13):
As same as Section. III, s is scale factor, and t is translation factor. For RMSE, we set s = 45, t is the best factor. For st-RMSE, s and t are the best factors. From above criterion, we can see our method outperforms Varol et al.'s method.
Human3. 6M dataset is a relatively simple dataset with limited backgrounds, few subjects and cloths. To verify our model's generalization ability, we gather a testing set captured by RealSense R200, and test generation of our model on these more challenging images, however, we do not have corresponding ground truth depth. Therefore we show our depth predictions qualitatively. 
B. HUMAN DEPTH OPTIMIZATION EVALUATION
As same as Section. IV-A, S11 in Human3. 6M dataset is used for quantitative evaluation, and testing set captured by RealSense 200 for qualitative evaluation. Here are comparisons of four methods, including FMM (Fast Marching Method), Guided Filter with the guidance of human depth prediction, GradientFMM, and GradientFMM + Guided Filter.
Since ground truth for depth maps captured by RealSense cannot be obtained easily, so to simulate RealSense's capture data, we add holes and noises randomly on Human3. 6M dataset whose ground truth depth is available in order to acquire a quantitative comparison, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Using Human3. 6M dataset, human depth optimization results and RMSE using Equation (14) are shown in Fig. 7 and Table 2 respectively:
FIGURE 8. Experimental results of different methods on our testing data, for every group with seven images, from left to right: Input RGB image, depth image captured by RealSense, human depth image masked by human depth prediction, [21] result, [5] result, GradientFMM result, GradientFMM+GuidedFilter result.
FIGURE 9.
Human measurement results using different data sources. including RealSense captured data, RealSense optimized data and Kinect captured data.
From criterion in Table 2 , we can see that GradientFMM + Guided Filter acquire the best result, GradientFMM outperforms raw FMM, and Guided Filter obtains the worst results. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7 , from the visual VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 10. Experimental results of our method on our testing data, for every group with 5 images, from left to right: Input RGB image, depth image captured by RealSense, depth prediction result, depth optimization result, human modeling result.
quality, compared with depth optimization results using Guided Filter, GradientFMM + Guided Filter's results are close to ground truth depth. Besides, compared with depth optimization results using FMM and GradientFMM, GradientFMM + Guided Filter's results hold sharp edges which are similar to ground truth depth.
As same as Section. IV-A, we verify our depth optimization method on our testing set captured by RealSense R200. Due to a lack of corresponding ground truth depth, we show our depth optimization results qualitatively. Fig. 8 shows depth optimization results by four methods (FMM, Guided Filter, GradientFMM, GradientFMM + Guided Filter). From visual quality, GradientFMM + Guided Filter can get more real results compared with Guided Filter, and it can hold more sharp edges compared with FMM and GradientFMM.
C. HUMAN MEASUREMENT EVALUATION ON REALSENSE CAPTURED DATA
After obtaining optimized human depth maps, we model and measure human. Here we use a method in [10] to estimate the human 3D model based on a single RealSense R200 camera, as shown in Fig. 10 , this method register a human parameterized model learned from SCAPE dataset based on our optimized depth maps.
To verify human measurements results quantitatively, we gather 10 testers' depth maps from Kinect and RealSense, then register human 3D models using depth maps captured by Kinect, depth maps captured by RealSense, and depth maps restored by our pipeline. Then we measure testers and corresponding human 3D models manually, including arm length, neck to hip distance, leg length, chest circumference, waist circumference, and hip circumference. As shown in Fig. 9 , for 2D measurement parameters (arm length, neck to hip distance, leg length), measurements errors from three depth maps are close, for 3D measurement parameters (chest circumference, waist circumference, hip circumference), measurements errors from Kinect are smallest, measurements errors from optimized depth maps are less than errors from raw depth maps. These results show that our restoration method for depth maps improves human measurement results.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a restoration pipeline to enhance depth maps for human captured by RealSense devices. We propose a two-stage stacked hourglass network for human depth prediction and propose GradientFMM to optimize captured depth map with the guidance of above human depth prediction. Finally, we apply our depth maps restoration method in human modeling and measurement scene. Related experiments show that our network can generate more accurate and reasonable human depth prediction compared with the previous method, and our human depth optimization method fill large holes and remove sever noises in the captured depth map, and outperforms other existing methods in visual quality and RMSE. Furthermore, compared with human measurements using raw depth maps, human measurements results using our optimized depth maps have better accuracy. There is still a space of improvement in our method. If there are conflicts between human depth prediction results and captured depth maps, our method will lead optimized results to keep linear relationship with human depth prediction, which distorts results. We should consider these conflicts in future work. Advanced motion capture and camera synchronization technologies are being developed [19] , which will provide us with more accurate datasets and allow our models to perform better in the future.
Currently, we only apply our depth maps restoration method in human modeling and measurement, and we would extend this method to human 3d pose estimation in future work. Furthermore, we would apply this method in various scenes, not only human depth capture using RealSense, but also general depth acquisition with the help of other RGB-D datasets. We want to investigate these subjects in the future. Recently, some devices perform better than the one used in the test such as Realsense D415 [3] , so I am sure our method will get better results if we use the latest devices. 
